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Vikas Bansal, author and co-author of the above articles, wishes to alert readers to the following availability links, as the links given in the published papers are no longer active:

For *A statistical method for the detection of variants from next-generation resequencing of DNA pools* implementation of this method is available at: <https://sites.google.com/site/vibansal/software/crisp>

For *A probabilistic method for the detection and genotyping of small indels from population-scale sequence data* a program implementing this method is available at: <https://sites.google.com/site/vibansal/software/picall>

The author also wishes to notify readers that the email address listed in these articles (<vbansal@scripps.edu>) is no longer working. Vikas Bansal can now be contacted at the following email address: <vibansal@cs.ucsd.edu>.

The author apologizes for any inconvenience.
